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Abstract.

The upward flux of heat from the subsurfacecore of Warm Deep Water

(WDW) to the perenniallyice-covered
seasurfaceoverthe continentalslopein the
western Weddell Sea is estimated using data obtained during February-June 1992
from a drifting ice station. Through the permanent pycnoclinethe diapycnal heat

flux is estimatedto be about3 W m-2, predominantly
because
of double-diffusive
convection. There is no evidence that shear-driven mixing is important in the
pycnocline. The estimated mean rate of heat transfer from the mixed layer to the

iceis 1.7 W m-2, althoughpeakheat fluxesof up to 15 W m-2 are foundduring
storms. It is hypothesized that isopycnal mixing along sloping intrusions also
contributes to the lossof heat from the WDW in this region; however,we are unable
to quantify the fluxes associatedwith this process. Intrusions occur intermittently
throughout this experiment but are most commonly found near the boundary of
the warm-core

current

and the shelf-modified

water

to the east.

These heat fluxes

are significantly
lowerthan the basin-averaged
valueof 19 W m-2 (Fahrbachet
al., 1994) that is requiredto balancethe heat budgetof the WeddellGyre. Other
studies suggestthat shelf processesto the west of the ice station drift track and
more energetic double-diffusiveconvectionin the midgyre to the east could account
for the difference between our flux estimates for this region and those based on the
basin-scaleheat budget.
1. Introduction

The Weddell Sea is believed to be an important
component of the ocean-atmospheresystem and is a
significant source region for Antarctic Bottom Water

occur over the broad, deep continental shelves in the
southern and western Weddell Sea. Complex physical
oceanographicinteractions occurring on the shelvesand

near the shelf/slopefront can contributeto the formation of AABW, including the extremely cold and dense

(AABW) [e.g., Gordonet al., 1993a,b]. The circula- Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) [e.g., Carmack,
includethose
tion is dominated by the Weddell Gyre, the structure of 1986;Fosteret al., 1987].Theseprocesses
which is describedin detail by Orsi et al. [1993]. The
(lyre is a clockwisecirculationof about 30 Sv (1 Sv =

106m3 s-1) with most(-o90%)of the transportbeing
contained in a boundary current located within 500 km

of the shelfbreak [Fahrbachet al., 1994]. Water in the
Gyre loses a significant amount of heat as it travels
from the eastern Weddell to the northern tip of the

due to nonlinearities in the equation of state, such as

cabbeling[Fofonoff,1956;Foster,1972;Fosterand Carmack, 1976a]and thermobaricity[seeGill, 1973]. This
wide range of distinct but interacting processesimplies
that understanding the sensitivity of the Gyre circulation to perturbations in large-scaleforcing requires first
that the dominant physical processesin each region of
the Weddell

Sea be identified

and understood.

Antarctic Peninsula. Fahrbachet al. [1994]estimate

Several physical oceanographic studies have been
that the oceanic heat lossis equivalent to a flux to the made in regions of the Weddell Sea where the ice cover
atmosphere
of 19 W m-2 whenaveragedoverthe entire either disappears in summer or is sufficiently thin to
Weddell Sea.
allow ship access.The western margin, however, is relSeveral different mechanisms are responsible for the atively inaccessibleto ships because it is perennially
observedcooling. For example,Muenchet al. [1990] coveredwith thick, second-yearice that has been adfound that double-diffusive fluxes in the central Gyre, vected into the region from the east. The problem of
away from boundaries, were comparable to the basin- accessis particularly acute in winter when the ice cover
scaleaverageflux of 19 W m-2. High fluxesmightalso is most compact. Consequentlyprior to 1992, most data
in this region consistedof ice drift and ice concentration
measurements
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obtained

from satellite

or aircraft-borne

sensorsand satellite-tracked ice-mounted buoys. Even
basic features of the bathymetry, such as the location
of the continental slope, were inferred primarily from
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satellite altimetry [LaBrequeand Ghidella,1993]. To

Our primary goals in this paper are to estimate the
upward oceanic heat flux from the WDW to the surWeddellI (ISW), wasestablished
on the mobilepackice face in the western Weddell Sea and to identify the
near 52øW, 71.5øS in January 1992 by the Russian ice- principal physical mechanismsresponsiblefor this flux.
breaker Akademik Federov. A wide variety of oceanic, Toward these goals, we summarize our observationsof
and microstructure
at ISW and
atmospheric, sea-ice, and biologicaldata were collected oceanic finestructure
as ISW drifted approximately northward over the cen- describethe processesresponsiblefor this flux. The foltral continentalslope[Gordonet al., 1993b].The camp lowing section describesthe data and section3 givesan
was recoverednear 52øW, 66øSin early June (Figure overview of the spatial and temporal variation of the
1). More recently(January1993),the Germanresearch upper ocean hydrography. Section 4 discussesthe varvessel Polarstern has obtained data from a cross-slope ious processesresponsible for vertical heat flux in the
transect to the face of the Larsen Ice Shelf near 69øS
upper ocean. A discussionand summary are provided
increasethe data coverage,a manned camp, Ice Station

in section

[Bathmannet al., 1994].
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Figure 1. Drift track of Ice Station Weddell: daily positionsindicatedby dots. Depth contours
are in meters, with depths less than 500 m being shaded. The 500- and 3000-m isobaths are
shown bold. Time along drift track is in day of year. Roman numeralsrefer to the regimes
defined

in section 3.
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levels. The velocity shear spectra were integrated for
wave numbers between 2.5 and 40 cycles per meter

Ice Station Weddelli (ISW) wasestablished
in late (cpm) to estimatethe turbulent kinetic energydissiJanuary 1992 on a floe of multiyear ice located over the pation rate (e) at approximately1.7-m depth intervals
continental slope. ISW initially drifted southwestto- (2 s of data). This dissipationrate is related to the
ward shallower water, then turned northward and trav- microscaleshear variance by
eled downslopeto deeperwater, after which it continued

northwardroughlyfollowingthe 3000-misobath(Figure 1). Gordonet al. [1993b]reviewISW and its asso-

(1)

ciated measurements.

We collected approximately 700 microstructure pro-

where • is the kinematic viscosity of seawater, approx-

and
filesusingthe Rapid-Sampling
VerticalProfiler(RSVP) imately1.85x 10-6 m2 s-• for thesetemperatures
[Caldwellet al., 1985;Padmanand Dillon, 1987,1991] salinities,andthe anglebrackets( / indicateverticalavbetween February 26 and May 27, 1992. These dates eraging. The factor 7.5 results from assumingthat the
correspondto year-days 57 and 148. Throughout this velocityfluctuationsare isotropic[Tennekesand Lumpaper, time t will be given in decimal day-of-year 1992 ley, 1992]. This assumptionis generallyvalid when e
(UTC), wheret - 1.0 is 0000 on January1. Most pro- is sufficiently large that the buoyancy or "Ozmidov"
files reachedfrom the surfaceto a depth of about 350 m, lengthscaleLb = (e/N3)•/2, is muchgreater
that the
which is within the permanent pycnocline. During in- viscous
or "Kolmogorov"
scale,Lk = (y3/e)1/4[Dillon,
tensive investigationsof the seasonalpycnocline, how- 1984].This conditioncanbe written in termsof an "acever, shallower profiles were taken, typically to 100 m. tivity" indexAT = e/yN2: if AT is greaterthan about
The cycling time between profiles varied from about 24 [Stillingeret al., 1983],then a significantfractionof
15 min to days. Several profileswere obtained on most the total velocity shearvariance will be found at spatial
days (Figure 2a), with the exceptionof a 10-daydata scalesthat are unaffected by buoyancy.
gap from t = 115 to 124.
Prior to calculating e, the velocity shear recordswere
The RSVP is a tethered, flee-fall profiler about 1.3 m edited for obvious spikesresulting from anomalousfall
long. Sensorsfor measuringtemperature(T), conduc- speedsor encounterswith biota. Additionally, shear
tivity (C), pressure(P), and microscale
velocityshear values greater than 3 standard deviations from the

(Uz = Ou/Oz and Vz = Ov/Oz) are locatedon the nose.

mean shear for each 2-s interval

Each data channel was sampled at 256 Hz. The fall

rate was about 0.85 rn s-•; thereforeeachprofileto

variance calculations, since the majority of these large
shearswere believed to be related to biota impacts or

350 rn required about 7 min. Sensorsto measureT and

electronic

C were a Thermometrics

2 x 10-9 m2 s-a, this latter stageof editingmadelittle

FP07

thermistor

and a Nell

difference

noise.

were excluded

from the

For e above the noise floor of about

to the estimates

of e.

Brown Instruments Systemsmicroconductivity cell, respectively. The conductivity required frequent recalibration, which was achieved by comparison with the

To provide backgroundinformation on thermal structure and internal gravity waves, an ice-mounted moor-

closest(in time) CTD profilesobtainedby LamontDoherty Earth Observatory(LDEO). Leastsignificantbit
(lsb) resolutionsof the raw 16-bit recordsare about
1.5 x 10-4øCin T and 1.5 x 10-s S m-• for C. Typ-

was deployed twice, with the positions of some sensors being changed between deployments. The mean
depths of the MDRs over 2-day intervals are shown in

ical rms noise levels based on measurements

Figure 2b for both deployments.A Yellow SpringsIn-

in non-

ing consistingof 15 miniature data recorders(MDRs)

turbulent mixed layers are comparable to the lsb reso- struments model YSI40006

thermistor

was installed

in

lutionin T (2.1x 10-4øC)andan orderof magnitudeeach MDR. The MDRs have a resolutionof approxilargerforC (1.1x 10-4 S m- •). Forcalculating
salinity mately 0.001øC and a long-term stability of 0.03øC. In
(S) and potentialdensity(so), the mismatchbetween the deepestMDR, a Veritron Corp. model 3000 presthe time constants

and locations of the T and C sensors sure sensorwas installed to monitor the mooring mowas taken into accountby lagging C by 0.075 m. The tion. This pressuresensorhad a resolutionof 0.5 psi
lag was determined by optimizing the correlation coef- (-00.3 m). The variationsin the sensordepthsnear
ficientbetweentemperatureand conductivitygradients t - 87 and 145 in Figure 2b are due to mooring moand minimizing salinity spiking. After incorporating tion. The depths of sensorsabove the bottom MDR
the lag,T andC wereaveraged
over2 s (512points)and were interpolated using a mooring model forced by a
usedto generatevaluesof S and so at approximately depth-independent,ice-relative current. Temperature
1.7-m depth intervals. Temperatureswere convertedto was recordedat 2-min intervalsby the upper 14 MDRs,
and both T and P at 4-min intervals by the deepest
potentialtemperature(0) usingS and measuredP.
Two orthogonally mounted airfoil shear sensorson MDR. Sensors were calibrated before and after the exthe RSVP measured the velocity shear microstructure periment.
Additional data collectedat ISW by other investiga(uz and vz). The spatialresolutionof theseprobes,approximately0.03 rn [Osbornand Crawford,1980],can tors includedISW location, water depth, currents,CTD

and ice data [Gordonet al.,
resolvemost of the Kolmogorovshearspectrum[Ten- profiles,and meteorological
nekesand Lumley,1992]for typicaloceanicturbulence 1993b].The drift trackof the camp(Figure1) is based
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Figure 2. (a) Numberof RSVPprofiles
per day,(b) MDR depths,everytwo days,(c) water
depth(m), (d) windspeed(m s-Z), (e) winddirection
(øT),and(f) ice-relative
currentspeedat
50 m (cm$--1)at ISW.
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on globalpositioningsystem(GPS) measurements
after The Zsmax was observedto be about 200 m deeper
smoothingwith the complex demodulationalgorithm than Zomaxduring most of the experiment, a feature
described
by McPhee[1988].A precision
depthrecorder alsofoundin the easternWeddellSea[Gordonand Hubet, 1990].
and an acoustic pinger mounted on the LDEO CTD
Analysisof CTD data fromthe main campand crosswire were used to determine water depths. To supplement water depth measurementsat ISW, satellite and slopehelicoptertransectsindicatesthat ISW generally
aircraft gravimetric data were used by LaBrequeand drifted near the warm core of the northward-flowing
Ghidella[1993]to developa bathymetricchart for the westernarm of the WeddellGyre [Gordonet al., 1993a;
western Weddell Sea. Current velocities at ISW were
Muenchand Gordon,1995]. Measurements
from early
measuredat three depths under the ice, 25, 50 (Fig- in the experimentwere inshoreof the warm coreof the
ure 2f), and200m [Muenchet al., 1993].CTD profiles current,which roughlyfollowsthe 2500-misobath. On
to the bottom were collected by LDEO roughly at 10 the basisof changesin bathymetryand upperoceanhykm intervalsalongthe drift track, i.e., severaltimes per drographicstructure,the experimentwas dividedinto
fivetime periodsor regimes(seeFigures1, 2, and 4 and
week[Gordonet al., 1993b;Huberet al., 1994].
Plate 1).
Regime I (57 <_t • 65): The ice camptraveled
3. ISW Upper Ocean Hydrography
over the upper continental slope, where water depths
The hydrographicstructureof the upper oceanhelps
determinethe physicalprocesses
that can causethe vertical transport of heat and salt. We thereforefirst review the principalfeaturesof the upperoceanhydrography at ISW. For reference,a profiletaken at t - 76.018
is shown(Figure 3). A thin, well-mixedsurfacelayer
that waspresentduringthe earlierportionof the experiment typicallyextendedto a depthof 20-50 m and was
boundedbelow by the seasonalpycnocline.Belowthe
seasonalpycnocline,a weaklystratifiedlayerwasfound.
This layerhad potentialtemperatures(-1.9ø to-1.5øC)

were lessthan 2000 m. There was a thin, deep seasonal

pycnocline(•50-75 m) and Zomaxwasnear 800 m.
Regime II (65 <_t ( 82): The ice campdrifted
acrossthe continental slopeinto deeperwater with the
water depth increasingfrom 2000 to 2700 m. There
wasa shallowerseasonal
pycnocline(•30 m) and Zomax
(•700 m) than in regimeI.

Regime III

(82 _<t • 101): The seasonal
pyc-

nocline was weaker than in the previousregimeswith
a typical density differenceacrossthe seasonalpycno-

clineof 0.05-0.1 kg m-s, compared
with differences
of

andsalinities(typically34.3to 34.6psu)that arechar- approximately 0.2 earlier in the experiment. This de-

creasein density differencewas causedby an increase
and Carmack[1976b]and Muenchet al. [1990].This in salinity and a slight decreasein temperature in the
layer is believedto be a remnantof the surfacemixed surfacelayer. This temperaturedecrease(•0.03øC) is
layer from the previouswinter. The lower portion of apparent in the MDR recordsbut is not noticeablein
this layer has been, and continuesto be, modifiedsub- Plate la. The temperature maximum was shallower
stantially by intrusionsand vertical mixing. Intrusions than in regimesI and II (Zomax•" 600-650m). The ice
like those in Figure 3a were typically found between station traveled over a deeperportion of the continental
150 and 300 m depth throughoutthe experiment.They slope during this period.
acteristic of the Winter Water layer describedby Foster

are clearlyvisiblein 0-S diagrams(e.g., Figure3b) as

Regime IV (101 <_• < 120): During this regime,

the upper water column was in transition from regime
layerwasthe permanentpycnocline,whichwasroughly III to V with a very weak seasonalpycnocline. The
300 m thick with a potential density changeof about Z•max was at • 650-700 m, a slight deepeningrelative
0.08 kg m-s. The maximumbuoyancyfrequencyN in to regime III. This regime is also characterizedby exkinks in the 0-S curve. Below this weakly stratified

the permanentpycnoclinewas about 2 cycleper hour tremelyvariableice drift (Figure1) comparedwith the
(cph). Within boththe permanentpycnocline
andthe relatively smooth northward motion during regimes
regionof intrusions,double-diffusive
stepswerefound. and V. Analysesof measuredand geostrophiccurrents
Below the permanent pycnoclinethere was a core [Muenchand Gordon,this issue]indicateda stronginof relatively warm water with a potential temperature flow of about 9 Sv from the east during this period,
rangingfrom 0.4ø to 0.6øC and a salinityof 34.68-34.70 possiblyassociatedwith bathymetricsteeringof the pripsu. This water lies within the 0-S spacedenotedas marily barotropic currentsby Endeavor Ridge.
Warm Deep Water (WDW) by Foster and Carmack Regime V (120 _<• < 150): The seasonalpyc-

[1976b].The maximumpotentialtemperature
(Omax) nocline was absent, and ISW remained over a deeper
andsalinity($max)valuesandtheirdepths(Zomaxand portion of the continental slope. The upper mixed layer
Zsmax)(Figure4) weredeterminedfromthe CTD pro- now included the remnant mixed layer from the previfilescollectedby LDEO and kindly providedby A. Gor- ous winter. The water
don. The value of Omaxgenerallydecreasedas the ice to that in regime IV.

column

below 200 m was similar

The LDEO profiles from regimes IV and V have
campmovednorth [Gordonet al., 1993a].Duringthe
first few days of the camp, both Oraax(r'•0.5øC)and been averagedtogether to produce representativepro$max(34.67-34.68)werelowerthanelsewhere
alongthe files(Figure5a). The lackof a seasonalpycnoclinedur-

drift path. Also duringthis period,both the permanent ing theseregimesis apparent, especiallywhen compared
pycnoclineand the Zomaxwere approximately200 m with Figure 3a, which is a profile taken from regime II.
In a 12 hour period on Day 99, near the end of regime
deeper than during the remainder of the experiment.
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this profile,with constantdensitylinesshowndotted;and (c) densityratio _Rpand Turner angle
(o).
III, ISW passed over an unusual hydrographic feature

(denotedin Figures2 and 4 and Plate I by "F"). This
feature, which might be a small eddy, has been excluded
from further analysesof these data.

4. Vertical

Mixing

Processes and Rates

The primary purpose of this study was to investigate
the rate of heat transport from the subsurface Warm

trated on processeswhich occur within the permanent
and seasonalpycnoclines,since they act as barriers for
heat flux. In this section we first discuss the heat trans-

port processesexpected to be important in the permanent pycnocline,then review the transport mechanisms
in, and the destruction of, the seasonalpycnocline.
4.1. The Permanent

Pycnocline

On the basisof the hydrographicstructurediscussed
responDeep Water (WDW) to the oceansurface.We concen- in the previoussection,the mostlikelyprocesses
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sible for heat transport through the permanent pycnocline are double-diffusion, internal wave-induced shear
instabilities, and intrusions. These are discussedindependently below.
Double

Diffusion.

Double-diffusive

staircases

are

Tu
--tanl((•(I+
Rp)
)
- •)
whereRp is the densityratio, givenby

often found when the vertical gradients of T and $ have

• oqT/oqz
as/a•
Rp= Oz

the samesign [seeTurner, 1973; Schmitt,1994]. If T
and $ both decrease with depth, salt fingering may
occur; if T and $ both increase with depth, doublediffusive convection is possible. We will concentrate on
the latter case since in polar regions, cold, fresh water
generally lies above warmer, saltier water. Salt fingering
is possible, however, below the temperature and salinity maxima and also on the lower edgesof warm, salty

(2)

(3)

In (3), fi and a are the haline contractionand thermal expansioncoefficients,respectively.A Turner angle
between-90 ø and-45 ø indicates a potential for doublediffusive convection; a value between +45 ø and +90 ø in-

dicates potential for salt fingering. As Tu approaches
-90ø, which implies that the destabilizing density gra-

intrusions.

dient due to OT/Oz is becomingcomparableto the staIn double-diffusive
convection(seeFigure3), the den- bilizing gradient due to OS/Oz, the likelihoodof findsity gradient due solely to the temperature stratifica- ing strongdouble-diffusive
activity increases[Ruddick,
tion is intrinsically unstable, while the salinity gradient 1983]. Equivalently,valuesof Rp greaterthan 1.0 are
provides the necessary static stability. Staircases are indicatorsof double-diffusive
activity,with 1.0 < Rp <
characterized by homogeneouslayers that are bounded

2.0 indicating strongly double-diffusiveconditions. For

above and below by thin interfaces(or "sheets")in

salt fingering,0.0 < Rp < 1.0. Favorableconditionsfor

which both T and $ change rapidly with depth. The
layers are convectivelystirred by the alestabilizingbuoyancy flux arising from the diffusive transport of heat
through the interfaces, which is only partly offset by
the diapycnal salt flux. This combination of diffusion
and convectioncan significantly increasethe diapycnal
fluxes of heat, salt, and momentum.
One indicator of double-diffusive activity is the Tur-

double-diffusive

ner angle(Tu), definedby

convection

were found in a band below

about 200-250 m during regimes I and II and below

about 100-150 m during regimesIII to V (Figures6a,
3c, 5b, and 5c). Double-diffusive
stepswere frequently
found in this band, someexamplesof which can be seen
in Figure 3a.
Observedstep heightsvaried from •0.05 m, near the
vertical resolution of the RSVP's temperature sensor,
to about 20 m, although most steps had heights less
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Figure 5. Averageprofilesfor regimesIV andV for (a) potentialtemperature0 (øC), salinityS
(psu),and potentialdensitya0; (b) densityratio Rp; (c) TurnerangleTu (o); and (d) modeled
stepheightH (m). Thirty-three LDEO profileswereusedfor the averages.
than 10 m. The temperature differencesacrossinter-

above the broad temperature maximum. If such steps

facesadjacentto thick layers(5-10 m) typicallyranged were present in the western Weddell, they would have
from 0.1ø to 0.5øC and occasionallyreached 0.8øC. The
largest temperature steps were usually associatedwith
large intrusions. Intrusions and double-diffusioninteract: intrusions establish the large-scaleconditions necessary for the double-diffusiveinstability, and double

been present below the maximum depth sampled by the
RSVP. The larger steps observed here are more likely
to be related to intrusions than to type B steps, which
were found only in a more central region of the Weddell
Gyre where no intrusive features were present.

diffusionsuppliesa driving forcefor intrusions[Toole Models for estimating the vertical heat flux (FH)
and Georgi,1981; Walshand Ruddick,1995].
through double-diffusive steps have been developed by
Smaller steps, with heights of about 2 m and temperature differencesless than 0.1øC, were observedin
regimes II to V and were much more common than the
larger steps. Double-diffusive steps have been previously observed in the Weddell Sea by Foster and Car-

mack [1976a]and Muench et al. [1990]. The latter
paper divided stepsinto two size classifications:type A

several investigators, including Marmorino and Cald-

well [1976], Taylor [1988], Fernando [1989], Kelley
[1990],and Rudels[1991]. We refer to thesestudiesas
MC76, T88, F89, K90, and R91, respectively. The heat
fluxes predicted by each model are denoted FH-MC,
FH-T, FH-F, FH-K, and FH-R, respectively. All of
these formulations are parameterized using the temper-

(1-5 m) and type B (> 10 m). The mostcommonsize ature differenceacrossthe step (A0) and the density
ratio Rp (3). (Theseinvestigators
useAT in their heat
al. [1990]found that type B stepstypically occurred flux formulations; however, the formulas are quoted
deeper than type A in the weaker stratification just with A0 here.) With the exceptionof F89, the models
steps observed here correspond to type A. Muench et
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Figure 6. Transects
of (a) the TurnerangleTu; (b) verticalheatflux FH (W m-2) according
to the formulationof Kelley [1990];and (c) locationsof major intrusions(seetext). In (c) the
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• Tu

•

-90.

assume
that the heatfluxis proportional
to (A0)4/3,

0.0032
PocpOz
--1exp[4.8R•
ø'72]

FH-K

basedon a model developedfor heat flow betweentwo

(g•2/]-1)1/3(ozA0)4/3

parallelplates [Turner, 1973]. Heat flux parameteriza-

(6)

tions(in W m-2) forfourof thesemodelsarepresented
below'

FH-R

FH-MC

ß(g•;•2/y-1)l/3
(ozA0)4/3

0.00859
PoCp•-1
ßexp{4.6exp[-O.54(Rp-1)]}

ß(g/•t2/]--l)
1/3(ozA(9)
4/3
FH-T

(4)

0.00272
Pocp
Oz
--1j•;2.1
ß(g•;•2/y-1)l/3
(ozA0)4/3

5-5/3
1)0.514/3
Po Cp c• -111
- (NsN•3

-?r

(7)

wherep0 is the meandensity(kg m-3), Cpis the specificheat (J kg- 1 oc-1), g is the gravitationalacceleration(ms-=), and Rsand nt are moleculardiffusivities (m= s-I) for salt and heat,respectively.
The parameterization by F89 is only self-consistentfor a spe-

(5)

cific value of Rp (• 1.2) and thereforehas not been
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used. (However,readersinterestedin the physicalpro- factor of 4. For 1.0 < Rp < 1.5 there is a wide scatter
cessesinvolved in double-diffusiveconvectionwith vary_ingdensity ratio will find a clear descriptionin that pa-

in the laboratory data on which these formulations are

consequently,it shouldonly be applied to regionsof low

plained primarily by the authors' different choicesof

based,with verylittle data availableat all for Rp < 1.2.
per.) The modelof R91 wasdeveloped
for Rp - 1.0; The discrepancybetween these models is therefore exfunctionsfor fitting the Rp dependence.
Note, however,
thosefromR91 (Figure7),
For regionsof fairly constantRp, the fundamental that MC76 heatflux exceeds

parameter required for estimating the double-diffusive the latter being assumedto be an upper bound because
heat flux is the thermal step at the interface, AO. Meth- it is formally applicable only at neutral static stability;
ods for locating interfaceshave been developedfor ap- i.e., Rp = 1.
The heat fluxes evaluated using method I for the
plicationto data from the Arctic Ocean[Padmanand

Dillon, 1987,1988].Automatedsearching
in the present meanlayer heightrangefrom I to 2 W m-2. Note
data is, however, complicated by the wide range of
step scales,the intermittency of steps, and the irregular structure in the interfacesseparating the quasihomogeneouslayers. The thermal step A0 was esti-

mated from the layer heightH usingA• = (O•/Oz)H.
Two

methods

were followed

to determine

the thermal

gradient and H.
1. For the range of temperatures for which stepswere
commonly found, each profile was categorized as consisting of "large," "medium," and "small" steps, based
on visual inspection of profiles and ignoring layers less
than 0.5 m thick. The layer thickness,H, for each category was then estimated from a more detailed inspection of several typical profiles for each category. The
mean thermal gradient was estimated using the difference in • over the depth range in which steps were

that this is an average over the depth range for which
steps are found. This is comparable to the heat flux

estimateusingmethod2 (Figure7) whenaveragedover
the diffusive-convectivedepth range. Our interpretation, based on our observationsof both layer heights
and intermittency, is that the double-diffusiveflux is 1-

2 W m-2 on average,with peakvalues,whenstepsare
well-defined,
of about4 W m-2.
Ideally, the flux laws above should be applied to

the properties(AO andRp) of eachobserved
diffusiveconvective step, followed by averaging of the modeled

fluxesappropriatetime and/or depth ranges(see, for
example,Padman and Dillon [1987]). In the present

case, however, the steps are difficult to find automatically in the RSVP data due to their intermittency and
the variability of their sizes, as discussedabove. Furfound.
ther more, stepsare seldomresolvedby the LDEO CTD
2. We estimated H from the large-scalestratification data, which have been used here to extend our flux calparameters
usingthe relationproposed
by Kelley[1984]: culations to the depth of the temperature maximum.
1.1

Padmanand Dillon [1987]foundfor Arctic data that

0.25

H = [0.25x10
-9Rp yn,•x(Rp-1)]

ß

the actual mean heat flux was about 50% higher than

(8) wouldbe predictedfrom (a) and (8), primarilybecause

The thermal gradient was then estimated from a vertically smoothedaverageof •, wherethe averagingscale
was much greater than a typical layer height.
For regimes II to V, mean layer heights evaluated
usingmethod I are about 2 m, and for the mean ther-

the large steps in the measured distribution of temperature differencesdominated the averageflux due to the

A04/3dependence
in (4)-(7). Analyses
on a fewcharacteristic profiles in the present data set suggestthat
some increase in mean heat flux would occur by con-

sideringthe true distributionof interfacialA0 and Rp;
mal stratificationof 0.015øCm-x, the resultantvalue however,the increaseis small, lessthan 20%.
of A• is 0.03øC. Examplesof step heightsobtained usTransects of F•/-•c obtained using method 2 are
ing method 2 are shownin Figure 5d, and in the region shownin Figure 6b. Maximum fluxeswere reasonably
of well-defined
steps(Tu near-90ø) stepheightsrange constantthroughout all regimes,althoughthe heat flux
from 4-7 m. In sectionsof the profileswith well-defined of regime I was slightly smaller. Maximum fluxes of
steps,the step heightsfrom both methodsweresimilar. 4 W m-• (following
K90) occurred
in a bandcentered
However,when the stepsare poorly definedor absent, near 250 m in regimes III-V. In regime II, this band
the heights from method I are much lower than the wasapproximately50 m deeper(300 m), whichcorresponds to the deeper location of the band of doublemodeledheightsfrom method 2.
To demonstrate the differences between the heat flux
diffusive steps. Likewise, the band was significantly

modelsdescribedby (a)-(7), and to definea reason- deeper(,•400-450 m) in regimeI and the heat fluxes
able upper bound on double-diffusivefluxes,we apply weresmaller(< 3 W m-a). The maximumheatflux
to a buoyancyflux of about
each model to the layer heightsdeterminedby method of 4 W m-• corresponds

2 (Figure7). Both K90 and T88 predictessentially
the 4 x 10-xø m• s-3. T88 notedthat the buoyancyflux
same values, hence the T88 estimates are not shown. should be approximately balanced by the dissipation
Heat flux estimates from R91 are only shown in Figure rate e in the layers, however we are unable to test this
7 whenR• < 1.5. The estimates
madeusingMC76 hypothesis in the present case because the expected
exceedthoseusingK90 (Figure7) by a factorof 2-2.5 buoyancy flux is lessthan the noise level for e.
In data obtained from the Canada Basin, Padman
for 1.4 < Rp < 1.5 (typicalvaluesforthesedata). At

R• = 1.0, the MC76 and K90 predictions
differby a and Dillon [1988]were able to trace individuallayers
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Intercomparison of heat flux estimates from the formulations of Marmorino and

Caldwell
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[1991](heavydashed
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representative
profilesfrom(a) regimeI and(b) regimes
IV andV. (Notethat heatfluxestimates
fromRudelsare only shownfor Rp < 1.5.)
betweenadjacentprofiles,allowingestimatesof along- wavefield [Gregg,1989]. In the few experiments
from
polar regionsthat haveinvestigatedboth mixingand
presentdata set, however,this is not possible.This may internal waves, a wide range of diapycnalheat fluxes
be due to the relatively rapid motion of the ice camp, have been found. For example, Padman and Dillon
combinedwith significanthorizontalspatialgradientsof [1987]foundthat the contributionof shear-driven
mixT and $ in the steps. Temporal evolutionmay also be ing to the localdiapycnalflux wasnegligible(lessthan
more rapid becausevertical heat fluxesare muchhigher 0.1 W m-2) in the centralCanadaBasin.In contrast,
layer variability of T and H to be made. With the

here,beingO(1) W m-2 compared
with 0.04W m-2 in measurements in the eastern Arctic revealed heat fluxes
the Canada Basin. Muench et al. [1990]noted that of up to 30 W m-2 due to energetic
mixingevents
the large (type "B") stepsfoundto the eastof the ISW associatedwith large-amplitude,high-frequencywave
drift track were observable over hundreds of kilometers
packets[PadmanandDillon, 1991].Onedifference
bein CTD data, howeverindividual layerswerenot traced. tweenthesetwo sitesis their proximity to internal wave
Below the salinity maximum (Plate lb), gradients sources.The measurementsdescribedby Padman and
of both T and $ are favorablefor salt fingering. The Dillon [1991]weremadein a regionwherestrongtidal
Turner angle, however,indicatesonly weak salt finger- flowswereableto interactwith the steeptopographyof
ing conditions(Figure6a).
the continental slope, whereasthe Canada Basin meaShear Instabilities.
In the permanent, midiart- surementswere taken well away from significanttopotude thermocline, a significant component of the to- graphic features.
tal diapycnal flux is usually provided by mixing assoGiven our poor understanding
of both the topograciated with shear instabilities of the internal gravity phy and currentsin the westernWeddellSea prior to
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the present program, it was not known whether cur-

rent/topography interactionswould be important in
this region. In the observedmicrostructure profilesthe
dissipationrate e in the permanent pycnoclinenever exceeded the noise level of about 2 x 10-9 m 2 s-3. What
would

be the heat

flux if the true

value

of e was al-
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also difficult to apply in this casebecauseof the rapid
changein "mean" hydrographicpropertiesin the region
where most intrusions are found. Sinceour present goal
is simply to describe the distribution of intrusions, we
searchfor regionswherethe temperature decreases
with
increasing depth, contrary to the large-scaletrend of

waysnearthe noiselevel?FollowingOsborn[1980],we increasing• (abovethe temperaturemaximum). For
estimate the effective diapycnal eddy diffusivity as
such regions,we calculatethe maximum value of At)
representingthe differencebetweena local temperature

K•• N2

(9)

maximumand the adjacent(in depth) local minimum.

These values are contoured from the RSVP data in Figure 6c. Note that, accordingto our search algorithm,
where F is the mixing efficiency,generally assumedto
locally high values of At) occur on the lower edgesof
be about0.2 [Gregg,1987]. For a buoyancyfrequency
warm and salty intrusions. Most intrusions are found
N = I cph(0.0017s-•), •he diffusivity
associated
with
•he noise level for e is about 10-4 m 2 s-1. Since the in regimesI and II, i.e., while ISW was located over the
upper slope. This observationis consistentwith most
diapycnal heat flux is given by
intrusionsbeing locatedon the inshoresideof the warm-

core current, betweenthis current and the shelf/slope

OT

Bit- pcpKt Oz

(10) front revealed by the cross-slopetransect in the work
by Muenchand Gordon[thisissue].

the noise level of e is equivalent to a heat flux of about

We also indicate on Figure 6c two isopycnalsthat rep-

4 W m-2. This value is, however,an upper bound. resent the approximate upper and lower bounds of inShear-driven turbulence tends to be extremely variable

trusive activity. The lower isopycnal,ae - 27.78, slopes

in both spaceand time [Bakerand Gibson,1987],with

upwardboth to the west(inshore)and eastof the warm

the averagevalue being dominated by the presenceof a
few large but intermittent events. Since we do not find
any events significantly above the noise floor, we expect
that the mean value of heat flux is actually much less

core, reachingthe bottom of the winter mixed layer over
the upper slope and in the central Gyre. Isopycnal mixing associatedwith the intrusions therefore provides a
mechanism for venting upper WDW heat to the surthan 4 W m-2. An alternativetechnique
for estimating face over a broader region than would be possible by
the vertical diffusivity and heat flux from internal wave diapycnal(near-vertical)fluxesalone. A similarmech-

parametersbasedon a modelby Gregg[1989]and ex- anismhasbeendescribedby Boydand D'Asaro[1994]
tendedby Wijesekeraet al. [1993],impliesa meanheat for explaining the heat lost by the West Spitsbergen
flux of about I W m -2.

Current

Intrusions. Intrusions, such as those shown in Figure 3, are often associatedwith large along-isopycnal
gradients of temperature and salinity, and hence are
frequently found at fronts between contrasting water
types. Isopycnal mixing can be quite energetic and effective, sinceit doesnot have to overcomeany buoyancy
gradient. It is, however, extremely difficult to evalu-

ate its magnitude:Ledwellet al. [1993]is oneof very
few studies to have estimated an isopyncal diffusivity
by tracking the lateral diffusion of releasedtracers. In
the presentstudy we are unable to quantify the mixing
rates suggestedby the presenceof intrusions. However,
intrusions can play an important role in the ultimate
ventilation

of the

subsurface

oceanic

heat

to the

sea

surface.

During ISW, large intrusionswere frequently found in
the weakly stratified region above the permanent pycnocline. An intrusion is most accurately identified as a
region of anomaloust)-S characteristicsrelative to some
"background"t)-S relation. The backgroundrelation-

as it enters the Arctic

Ocean.

Large intrusions, defined by us as having heights of

25-35 m and temperatureanomaliesof 0.1ø-0.6øC(see
Figure8) wereusuallyfoundin regimesI andII. Smaller
intrusions with heights of 5-20 m and smaller temperature anomalies were found in all regimesbut may not ß
appear in Figure 6c becauseof the analysis method.
In general, intrusions could not be tracked between
RSVP profiles to allow estimations of their horizontal
extent or lifetime. However, the horizontal extent of the
intrusions in a series of RSVP drops from t - 74 was
estimated using the ice-relative measured current velocities at 200 m, kindly provided by R. Muench. One
intrusion approximately 50 m high was observedfor al-

most 4 km (Figure 8); however,mostof the intrusions
were traceable less than I km. We caution, however,
that much of the variability in the intrusion properties probably occursin the direction normal to the ISW
drift track, since most of the large-scalehydrographic

variabilityis across-slope
(seeMuenchand Gordon[this
issue,Figure5]). The observedverticalscalesof intru-

ship can be determinedby scaleseparation(see, for sions, defined as the vertical distance from one temexample,Ruddickand Walsh[1995]),or by averaging perature maximum to l•he next, were about 50-100 m.
several profiles together to define a "mean" state. In
This is consistentwith the vertical scaleof O(100) m
the present study, the mean hydrographyvaries in the
vertical on scalescomparableto intrusion heights,hence
the former method is impractical. The latter method is

that is obtained from the model of Toole and Georgi

[1981],usingthe observed
mesoscale
horizontalgradient
of salinity obtained from the cross-slopeCTD transects.
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4.2. The
Layer

Seasonal Pycnocline

and the Mixed

density changeacrossthe seasonalpycnoclineoccurring

during the storm event of t = 86-91. Another 40% is
associated
with two other storms(""20%each). Thus
The final obstacle to the upward flux of heat from 80% of the mixed layer density changewas associated

the WDW toward the sea ice is the seasonalpycnocline,
which isolates surface effects, such as mixing driven by

surfacestressand cooling,from the deeperwatersof the
remnant winter mixed layer. The seasonalpycnocline
is locatedat the baseof the surfacemixedlayer(SML),
which is a water layer of nearly constant0 and S in contact with the ice (Figure3a). In mostcases,weakvertical gradientsof both 0 and S exist in the SML, particularly deeper. For purposesof discussion,
we therefore
define the lower depth bound of the SML as the depth
at which the temperature is 0.04øC greater than
the averagetemperature of the upper 20 m. Potential
temperature was used rather than density because
was better resolved in the RSVP

data than S. This is a

with

three

storm

events.

During onestorm (t = 86-91), McPheeand Martinson[1994]usedframe-mounted
clustersmeasuring
u, v,
w, T, and $ to obtain direct measurementsof the tur-

bulentverticalheat flux (w•T•), the covariance
of temperature and vertical velocity fluctuationsT • and w•,

respectively,
in the upper SML (4-24 m depth). Peak
fluxesnear 15 W m-2 weremeasured.McPhee[1992]
found that the turbulent heat flux in the upper mixed
layer could be estimated from

F. - p Cpc. u. (TML -- T•)

(11)

where c•/ is a constant(--0.005 to 0.006 [McPhee,

forthemeareasonableapproachsincethe seasonalthermoclineand 1992]),T/is the fleezingpointtemperature
haloclinecoincidedduring most of the experiment. The sured SML salinity, and the friction velocity u. is determined from
mixed layer temperature, •ML, ranged from-1.85 ø to
u. = v/CD,25
Urel
(12)
-1.89øC during the experiment and was near or slightly
abovefreezing(typicallywithin ""0.02øC,basedon the In (12), Uret is the measuredice-relativevelocity at
corresponding
salinityrangeof 34.10to 34.45psu).
25m, andCD,25
istheappropriate
ice/waterdragcoeffiThe seasonalpycnoclineis visible in transectsof both cient. For roughice, a reasonable
valueof CD,25is about
rr0 (Plate lc) and buoyancyfrequencyN (Plate ld). 0.005. Using(11) and (12), turbulentheat fluxes(FigValues of N in the seasonalpycnoclinedecreasedfrom ure 9) wereestimatedusingT at ""12.5m depth(the
greater than 5 cph early in the experimentto lessthan uppermostMDR) for TML and interpolating$ from
3 cph just before it disappeared near t - 120. The the LDEO CTD profilesto determineTf. The highseasonalpycnocline began to deteriorate significantly est turbulent heat fluxes occurred during storms, when
aroundt = 82 (Plates lc and ld), finally disappear- the ice-relative current speed was greatest. Times of
ing completely near t = 120. Most of the decay oc- major storms are marked by arrows in Figure 9. The
curredduring storm events,with about 40% of the total maximum flux of about 15 W m -2 for the storm of
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5. Discussion and Summary

2O

The heat fluxes associatedwith the various processes
described in section 4 are summarized in Figure 12.
This figure representsaverageconditions from late Feb-

15

ruaryto late May, 1992duringISW. About 3 W m-2 of
upward heat flux occurs in the permanent pycnocline,
primarily due to double-diffusiveconvection. We esti-

mate that 1.7 W m-2 finally reachesthe baseof the

Data

pack ice through stress-driventurbulent entrainment of
heat from the underlying seasonalpycnocline and remnant winter mixed layer. An additional lossof heat from
the warm core occurs through mixing along isopycnals,
as suggestedby the presenceof large intrusions on the

Gap

inshore

side of the

warm

core.

While

we are unable

to quantify the isopycnal heat flux, we note that the
' ''''1
....
I''i'l''''l''''l''''l''''l•'''l'•''i
''''
deepest isopycnal for which intrusions are found slopes
50
60
70
80
90
100 110 120 130 140 150
upward into the surface mixed layer to the east and
Day of the Year (UTC, 1992)
west of the ISW drift track. Isopycnal mixing therefore
Figure 9. Turbulent heat flux estimates versus time provides a plausible mechanism for venting the upper
from u, followingMcPhee [1992]. Times of princi- WDW heat to the surface over a broader area than by
pal storms are marked with arrows. "MM" denotes diapycnal mixing processesalone.
the storm of t = 86-91, for which McPhee and MarThese heat fluxes are significantly less than the
-5

tinson [1994]measureda peak turbulent heat flux of
15Wm

-2.

19 W m-2 averageflux requiredto explainthe overall observed cooling of the water in the Weddell Gyre

S1(s-1)(a)

0(øC)
t - 86-91 is comparable with the McPhee and Mar-

tinson[1994]estimate. Betweenstorms,the turbulent
heat fluxeswere typically lessthan 2 W m-2. The
mean flux for the entire record was 1.7 W m -2.

-1.8

-2.0
0

For

'

,

,

I

-1.6
,

,

,

-1

0

I

I

-

comparison,V. I. Lytle and S. F. Ackley (Heat flux

20-

throughseaicein thewestern
Weddell
Sea:Convective
and conductivetransfer processes,
submittedto Jour- .c:
nal of Geophysical
Research,
1995)(hereinafterreferred

-

40-

toasLytleandAckley,
1995)
estimated
anaverage
ice 121 60-

flux of 7 W m-2 usingmeasurements
of ice and snow
conditions combined with modeling of the conductive
and convectivefluxes through the ice and snow cover.
While these two estimates disagree,both indicate that

_

80

crease in turbulent

heat

flux

due to storms

0

from mixing of the slightly warmer and saltier water
of the remnant winter mixed layer into the SML. An
example of this mixing can be seen in microscale pro-

I

!

i

I

i

[

I
i

!

i

i

--

high throughout the mixed layer. During storm events,

surface-generated
turbulence
frequently
extended
tothe

60

pycnocline(Figure 11). In suchcases,mixing entrains

-

water into the mixed layer, thus deepeningthe SML and
at the same time bringing heat and salt upward into

sourceof turbulent kinetic energyis presumablythe velocity shear acrossthe seasonalpycnocline,which might
be due to mean flow or internal gravity waves.

o

-1

40-

day79 (Figure10a). The turbulent
velocityshearis

facestresshasdecreased
(Figure10b). In this case,the

'

-1.7

20-

files of 0 and velocity shear (uz) during a storm on

can also continue acrossthe pycnocline after the sur-

-1.8

-1.9

resulted

the SML [e.g.,McPheeand Martinson,1994]. Mixing

S 1 (s-1)(b)

0(øC)

the local loss of oceanic heat to the surface is less than

the large-scale
averageof 19 W m-2.
McPheeandMartinson[1994]postulatedthat the in-

80

Figure 10. Profilesof potential temperature0 (øC)

andonecomponent
of velocityshear,$1,(s-1), (a) at
t = 79.701, showing entrainment through the seasonal

pycnoclineby surfacestressand (b) at t = 80.934,showing cross-pycnocline mixing in the absence of surface
stress.
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Figure 11. Transects of the mixed layer depth HML as determined from the LDEO profiles

(heavysolidline) and the log of the dissipationrate e. Times of principalstormsare marked
with

arrows.

[Fahrbachet al., 1994]. This shouldnot be surprising: addition the hydrographic and current fields are not
the thicker second-yearice in this region is a much more amenable to the energetic mixing processesthat are
efficient insulator between the ocean and atmosphere possible on the upper slope and shelf. It is, nonethethan the thinner seasonal ice further to the east. In
less, important to understand the heat transport pro-

Atmosphere

Warm

•

Fatm.

Core

Figure 12. Heat budget for the water column in the westernWeddell Sea during ISW. Fcond
and Fatm representthe conductiveflux through the ice, and the heat lossto the atmospherefrom
the snow surface, respectively.
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cesseswhich are present so that the region's sensitivity
to perturbations in oceanicand atmosphericconditions

by the addition of fluid to the boundary flow near the

can be assessed.

Considering these caveats our principal conclusions
are given below.

Some support for this inferenceof low mean fluxes
from the ocean to the surface is provided by Lytle and

Ackley (submittedmanuscript,1995), who usedtime
series of ice and snow thicknessesand temperatures to
model the thermodynamic evolution of the ice at several siteson the ISW floe. They concludethat the mean

conductiveflux throughthe ice (denotedFcondon Fig-

EndeavorRidge [Muenchand Gordon,this issue].
1.

Double-diffusive

convection

is the dominant

di-

apycnal heat transport mechanism in the permanent
pycnocline, with a maximum estimated upward flux of

about2 W m-2 (Figures6 and7).
2. Mixing due to shear instabilities in the permanent pycnocline appear to provide a maximum of about

ure 12) variesbetweenl0 and30 W m-2 duringthe 1 W m-2 of upwardheat flux.
3. Intrusions are frequent in the depth range above
the permanent pycnocline. This depth range is assoof heat from the snow surface to the atmosphere aver- ciated with isopycnalsthat intersect the surface mixed
aged9-17 W m-2. For the observed
massbalancethe layer to the east and west of the ISW drift track. We
requiredheatfluxfromthe oceanwas7 W m-2 which hypothesize that mixing along these sloping isopycnals
is significantly
largerthanourestimateof 1.7W m-2 . could be responsiblefor further heat lossfrom the warm
Several processesmight contribute to the mismatch core of the boundary current.
between these two estimates of oceanic heat loss to the
4. The seasonal pycnocline, which in summer and
ice. Sinceour estimate agreeswell with direct measure- early fall protects the remnant of the previous year's
ments of the turbulent flux (wtTt) made by McPhee winter mixed layer from surface effects,weakensduring
andMartinson[1994],we tend to favorthe lowervalue. the ice drift, disappearingentirely near the end of April.
The complexity of the ice thermodynamicsin this re- The decay is strongly correlated with energetic stressgion, where much of the new ice formation is via flood- driven mixing during rapid ice motion in storms, howing of snow-loadedseaice rather than growth on the ice ever additional variability may be imposed by mixedbase,makesmodelingmoredifficult (Lytle and Ackley, layer lateral advection associated with the mesoscale

freeze-upperiod (days 70 to 92), and between0 and
15 W m-2 duringthe fall (days92 to 145). The flux

1995). Significantvariabilityin ice and snowthickness velocityfield describedby Muenchand Gordon[thisissue].

also raisesconcernsabout the applicability of data from
the five ice-monitoring sites to the overall transfer of
oceanic heat to the sea ice. Nevertheless, both estimates are much lower than the 19 W m -2 mean flux
required for the Gym-scale heat budget.
The high dissipationrates that we found at ISW during storms were primarily due to stress-drivenmixing
causedby the surface-layerwater movingrelative to the

rough ice base. The observedevolution of the SML is
not, however, solely due to stress-drivenmixing. One
possibilityis that much of the observedvariation in the
depth of the SML is due to lateral variability rather
than local temporal change. This would not be surprising, given the variability of the mesoscalevelocity
field as determined from geestrophyby Muench and
Gordon[this issue].For example,the strongwestward
mesoscaleflow of about 9 Sv that they find between

67.5ø and 68.5øS(t - 101-120)couldalsoadvectin the
new, deeper surfacemixed layer structure that is found
subsequentto that time.
The presenceof a highly variable mesoscaleflow, combined with the sampling constraintsimposedby ISW's
drift track, precludes simple comparisonsbetween the

5.

The

mean

heat

loss from

the ocean to the ice is

about 1.7 W m-2.

Ice Station Weddell was the first oceanographicstudy
in the western

and microscale

Weddell

Sea to obtain modern finescale
measurements that allow direct esti-

mates of fluxes in this region. Further measurements
would be necessaryto fully understand the small-scale
mixing processesin the various hydrographic and current regimes revealed by the concurrent large-scalesur-

veysdescribedby Muenchand Gordon[thisissue].In
many ways, the warm core current that was under ISW
for most of the experiment is an anomalous component
of the general northward flow of the western Weddell
Gyre• which includes the shelf circulation to the west
and the more horizontally homogeneoushydrography
of the central Gym to the east of the ISW drift track.
Mixing mechanismsover the upper slopeand broad con-

tinental shelf [e.g., Carmack,1986]differ significantly
from those revealed by the present study. From data
collected in the southern Weddell Sea, Foster et al.

[1987]proposedthat baretropicshelfwavescould advect the WDW, which is generally confined seaward of

•ho qho!f/s!op•frorot,,
On.f.c•
t.ho .qhalfwheremixing COllid
drographicvariability of the warm-corecurrent. Some
of the hydrographicvariability in Figure 4 and Plate
1 is clearly due to the camp's transit over a spatially
variable hydrographic field, for example the variation
in temperaturemaxima (Tmax) betweenregimesI-II
and III-V. Any attempt to explain the apparent downward trend in Truax between t - 85 and t - 145 in
terms of the observeddiapycnal heat fluxes is confused

be accomplishedby shear instabilities in the semidiurnal tides and perhaps higher-frequencyinternal gravity waves. Nonlinearities in the equation of state, such

as cabbeling[Felonoff,1956; Foster,1972; Foster and
Carmack,1976a]and thermobaricity[Gill, 1973] also
become critical as the density contrast between surface and deeper waters is reduced. Similar processes
are presumably operating over the shelf and slope in
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the western Weddell Sear sincethe cross-slope
hydro- Gordon, A. L., and B. A. Huber, Southern Ocean winter
graphicstructure[seeMuenchand Gordon,this issue] mixed layer, J. Geophys. Res., 95, 11,655-11,672, 1990.
is similar to the southernshelf/slope. It is suggested Gordon, A. L., B. A. Huber, H. H. Hellmer, and A. Ffield,
Deep and bottom water of the Weddell Sea's western rim,
that future studiesin this regionconcentrateon mixing
Science, 262, 95-97, 1993a.
processesover the upper slope and central shelf, in par- Gordon, A. L., and Ice Station Weddell Group of Princi-

ticular

the interaction

between

shelf water

and WDW

at the shelf/slopefront.

pal Investigators and Chief Scientists, Weddell Sea exploration from ice station, Eos Trans. A GU, 74{, 121-126,
1993b.
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